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Outline of the Talk
¡Puzzle in Material Object Metaphysics
¡Arises for persons, if they’re material
¡How can we avoid revisionary personal ontologies?
¡Proposal to assess: immaterialism can solve the problem
¡Lingering challenge: immaterialism is still revisionary
A Puzzle about Material Objects
¡The Problem of the Many (POM)
¡How many people are sitting in your chair? (Surely just one)
¡But how?
¡composed of p1 or p2? à arbitrary à either a multitude or none

¡If you’re a material object, the puzzle arises for you.
Quick Note: Possible Solutions
What Kind of Immaterialism?
¡immaterialism: persons are not material objects
¡Option: persons have material and immaterial parts
¡Option: persons are wholly material and intimately related to 

(generated by?) some physical object
A Material Problem for Immaterialism
¡Claim: the POM still threatens immaterialism
¡Immaterial, but still too many candidates?
¡If material parts à a person, won’t too many material parts à too 

many persons? (e.g., brains à persons)
Too Many Persons
¡TMP1: If immaterialism is true, there is one person generated per 

correctly-functioning brain.
¡TMP2: If there is one person generated per correctly-functioning 

brain, then either there are a multitude of persons or no person where 
there seems to be exactly one. 

¡TMP3: If either there are a multitude of persons or no person where 
there seems to be exactly one, then immaterialism is false. 

¡TMPC: Immaterialism is false. 
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¡TMPC: Immaterialism is false. 

Immaterialist Solution: Deny TMP2
¡Deny TMP2: revisionary ontology of brains
¡proposal: only smallest candidate responsible for consciousness

¡Reply: revisionary
¡the immaterialist’s ‘brain’ may not refer to what we call ‘brain’

¡A better option?

Immaterialist Solution: Deny TMP1
¡Deny TMP1: many brains or no brains, but just one person
¡many brains, but one conscious experiencer
¡no brains, but lots of material stuff, one conscious experiencer

¡Reply: also revisionary
¡revisionary about how many other objects, retaining commonsense 

about how many persons

Revisionary Solutions
¡Immaterialist solutions:
¡Give up commonsense counting of most objects
¡Retain commonsense counting of persons

¡Can materialists do the same thing?
¡Give up commonsense counting of most objects
¡Make exceptions for things like organisms (persons)

¡Even if they’re solutions, they’re still revisionary. 

A Remaining (Revisionary) Option
¡Proposal: persons are immaterial and have no ontological ties to 

bodies
¡Not available to the materialist
¡But very revisionary
¡(Also not a solution to the puzzle.)

Utter Extinction?
¡Possible reaction: there are no solutions
¡perhaps we were mistaken in trying to retain persons
¡maybe there’s no such thing, as we normally count them

¡Ultimately revisionary 

Review

Thank You!
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